
Math Common Core Grade 2 

Number Standard Description 
1 OA.A1 Use addition and subtraction within 100 to solve one and two step word problems 
2 OA.B2 Fluently add and subtract within 20 using mental strategies (Know from memory all 

sums of 2 one digit numbers 
3 OA.C3 Determine whether a set of objects (up to 20) is odd or even 
4 OA.C4 Use addition to find the total number in an array (up to 5 x 5)  
5 NBT.A1  Overall “Understand Place Value” 
6 NBT.A1a Know that 10 tens make 100 
7 NBT.A1b Know that the numbers 100, 200, 300, etc refer to “1 hundred, 0 tens, 0 ones” 
8 NBT.A2 Skip count within 1000 by 2s, 5s, 10s, 100s 
9 NBT.A3 Read and write numbers to 1000 using base ten numerals, pictures, and expanded 

form 
10 NBT.A4 Compare numbers to 1000 using  <,>,=  
11 NBT.B5 Fluently add and subtract within 100 using strategies that use base 10 or algebraic 

equations 
12 NBT.B6 Add 4 two digit numbers using base 10 or algebraic equations 
13 NBT.B7 Add and subtract within 1000 using either base ten drawings or algebraic equations. 

Can add and subtract 3 digit numbers understanding that one can add the hundreds 
and hundreds, tens and tens, and ones and ones.  

14 NBT.B8 Mentally add or subtract 10 or 100 to any number within 1000 
15 NBT.B9 Explain their addition or subtraction work using words, equations, or pictures 
16  MD.A1 Measure the length of an object by selecting and using appropriate tools 
17 MD.A2 Measure the length of an object twice using 2 different units, describe how they 

relate 
18 MD.A3 Estimate lengths in inches, feet, yards, centimeters, and meters 
19 MD.A4 Measure to compare quantity within one standard unit 
20 MD.B5 Use addition or subtraction to solve word problems that compare length (CDU, etc)  
21 MD.B6 Draw a number line and use it to understand lengths using whole numbers 
22 MD.C7 Tell and write time on an analog clock; am and pm 
23 MD.C8 Solve word problems involving money (CC example: if you have 2 dimes and 3 

pennies how much money do you have?)  
24 MD.D9 Use number line or iterated units to measure different things and represent them on 

a horizontal number line. 
25 MD.D10 Draw a pictograph and a bar graph (with a single unit scale) to represent data with 

up to 4 categories.  
26 G.A1 Recognize and draw shapes having specific attributes like a given number of angles 

or faces; Must identify: triangles, quadrilaterals, cubes, hexagons, and pentagons 
27 G.A2 Partition a rectangle into rows and columns of the same sized squares and count the 

given number of them.  
28 G.A3a Partition a circle or rectangle into 2 – 4 equal shares 
29 G.A3b Describe the partitioned groups as “halves, thirds, or fourths” accurately 
30 G.A3c Understand that 2 halves, 3 thirds, and 4 fourths make one whole 
31 G.A3d Recognize that equal shares need not have the same shape (equivalent fractions) 

  
 


